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AN ABSTRACT OF DR. AUG. WEISMANN’S PAPER ON “THE 

SEASONAL-DIMORPHISM OF BUTTERFLIES.” 

[LEIPZIG, 1875, PUBLISHED BY W. ENGELMANN. | 

To which is Appended a Statement of Some Experiments made upon 

Papilio Ajax. 

BY W. H. EDWARDS, COALBURGH, W. VA. 

Dr. Weismann has lately published an account of certain experiments 

made by him during a course of years with a view to determine the facts 

relating to seasonal-dimorphism, and from them to deduce the reasons for 

the phenomena. As _ several North American butterflies are thus 

dimorphic, I have thought that the substance of Dr. Weismann’s paper 

would be interesting to the readers of the ENTOMOLOGIST, it being too 

long to print in full. I have therefore written out the following abstract, 

foliowing as closely as possible the language of the author. I have added 

a statement of my own experiments with Papilio ajax, the results of which 

confirm the theory advanced by Dr. Weismann as to the causes of the 

phenomena in question. 

The phenomena of seasonal-dimorphism had been known for a long 

time, and had been established in the case of Vanessa prorsa and levana 

early in this century, frorsa being the summer, /evana the winter form. 

Prof. Zeller ascertained that Lycaena amyniula and L. polysperchon were 

summer and winter forms of one species. Dr. Staudinger found Aztho- 

charis beliaand ausonia to have the same relationship. On his interest 

being excited by these cases, the author instituted experiments. At first 

he supposed that the difference in the butterflies might be of a secondary 

nature, having its foundation in the difference of the larvz, which might 

be owing to the difference in the food plants of the winter and summer 

broods. But the most strongly dimorphic butterfly, /evana, feeds on one 

plant only, Urtica major, and although the larvae show a pronounced 

dimorphism, the two forms do not alternate with each other, but make 

their appearance in every generation. He then experimented 6n the 

indirect influence of the seasons, but concluded that the cause of the 

phenomena did not lie here. It must then lie in the direct influence of 

changing outward conditions of life, those in the winter generation being 

undoubtedly different from those of the summer generation. There are 
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two factors from which such an influence might be expected, temperature 

and length of development, i. e., the duration of the pup period. ‘The 

duration of the larva period may be neglected, as this is very little shorter 

with the winter generation (at least with the species used for experiment). 

Starting at this point, experiments were made with /evana. From the eggs 

of the winter generation, which had emerged as butterflies in April, the 

author bred larvae, which, immediately after they turned to chrysalids, were 

put into an ice box, in which the temperature was but 8° to ro° R. (52° 

Fahr.) It appeared that this temperature was not low enough to have 

much effect, for when after 34 days the box was taken out of the ice 

chest, all the butterflies (about 40) had emerged. The experiment 

succeeded in so far that instead of the Arorsa form to be expected under 

ordinary circumstances, most of the butterflies emerged as the so-called 

porima, i. e., as one of the intermediate forms between prorsa and devana, 

sometimes taken out of doors, and which more or less resembles prorsa 

in design, but has much yellow like evana. In the succeeding experiment 

the author placed the pupae directly in the ice house, where the tempera- 

ture was oto 1, R. (33° Fahr.), and left them there four weeks. Of twenty 

butterflies fifteen emerged forima, and among these were three which 

looked exactly like /evana, except that the narrow blue border line was 

wanting. Five butterflies of the lot were unchanged, but came out 

prorsa, and therefore were uninfluenced by the cold. From this it 

appeared that by four weeks of cold down to o-1 R., a greater part of the 

butterflies inclined toward the /evana form, and single individuals arrived 

at the same almost completely. Should it now not be possible to make 

the change complete, so that every one should have the /evana form? 

But the author never succeeded in bringing this about. ‘There were 

always some individuals which kept the summer form, others were inter- 

mediate, and but a few so changed that they looked like genuine /evanas. 
Experiments succeeded better with some of the Pierides, many of 

which show the phenomena of seasonal-dimorphism. in P. wagi the 

summer and winter forms differ strikingly. Numerous individuals of the 
summer generation were set in the ice house immediately after becoming ~ 

chrysalids, the cold being o-1 R., and were left for three months, then 

brought (11th Sept.) into the green-house. Between 26th Sept. and grd 

Oct. there emerged 60 butterflies,, which, without an exception, bore the 

characters of the winter form, most even in an uncommonly strong 

degree. But all did not emerge in the green-house, a part going over the 

winter, and emerging the winter form the next spring. 
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The author repeatedly tried the experiment of changing the winter to 

the summer form by the application of heat, but always failed, and con- 

cludes that z¢ 7s not possible to constrain the winter generation to embrace 

the summer form. He then gces on to state that Zevana has not only two 

generations in a year, but three, and is polygoneutic (coining a word to 

indicate the fact whether a species has one, two or more generations : 

mono-di-poly-goneutic, from goneuo, to produce). A winter generation 

alternates with two summer generations, and the last of these givesas the 

fourth generation of the year hybernating pupz, which in the next April 

emerge as the first generation, and in the Zvana form. Such pupe (of 

the fourth gen.) he many times, immediately on their reaching that stage, 

placed in the green-house. But the result was always the same; nearly 

all the pupae hybernated. In one instance only did a jorima appear 

among them, all the rest being “vana. But some of the butterflies 

emerged in the autumn, after 14 daysin pupa. These were always 

prorsa except in one instance of porima. From these experiments it 

appeared that like causes (warmth) have different effects on the different 

generations of /evana. With both the summer generations the high 

temperature induced always the grorsa form; with the third this happened 

but seldom and with single individuals, while the great mass kept the 

Jevana form unchanged. One might say that this has its foundation in 

the fact that the third generation has no inclination to hasten its emerging 

under the influence of warmth, but that by a longer duration of the pupa 

state must always come out the /evana form. The cause of different 

behavior under like influences can lie only in the constitution, the physical 

nature, of the generation concerned, and not in outside influences. It 

distinctly appears that cold and warmth cannot be the immediate cause 

why a pupa emerges frorsa or fevana. The explanation of the facts is 

given as follows: The /evana form is the primary original type of the 

species. The frorsa form the secondary, produced by the gradual influ- 

ence of the summer climate. Where weare able by cold to change 

individuals of the summer generation into the winter form, this rests upon 

a reversion to the original form, upon atavism, which, as it appears, is 

most readily called out by cold, that is, dy means of the same outside 

influences to which the original form was exposed through a long period of 

time, and whose continuance has preserved to this day, to the winter 

generation, the primitive marking and color. The arising of the prorsa 

form the author imagines to have occurred as follows : it is certain that a 

so-called ice period existed during the diluvial period in Europe. This 
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may have spread a true polar climate over our temperate zone, or perhaps 

a lesser degree of cold may have prevailed, with increased deposition of 

rain and snow. At all events, the summer was then short and com- 

paratively cool, and the existing butterflies could only produce one 

generation inayear. They were all monogoneutic ; /evana had but the 

form of Zvana. When the climate gradually became warmer, a period 

must have come on in which the summer lasted so long that a second 

generation could be interpolated. The pupae of the /evana brood, which 

had hitherto slept through the long winter, could now during the same 

summer in which they had hatched as larvae fly as butterflies. Only the 

brood which proceeded from these last hybernated. ‘There had come to 

be a state of things in which the first generation grew up under very 

different climatic influences from the second. So considerable a change 

as now exists between the Avorsa and /evana forms could not have taken 

place suddenly, but must have done so by degrees. If it did arise 

suddenly, this would signify that every individual of this species possessed 

the power to take two different shapes according as it was subjected to 

warmth or cold. But the experiments have shown that this is not so, 

that rather the last generation has an ineradicable tendency to take the 

fevana form which protracted heat will not alter, while both summer 

generations have a preponderating tendency towards the fvorsa form, 

although they allow themselves frequently to assume the /evana form in 

various degrees by lengthened influence of cold. 

It seems to the author that the quoted result of his experiments may 

not only easily be explained by the supposition of a gradual climatic 

influence, but that this supposition is upon the whole the only admissible 

one. While by the changes from the ice period to that of our present 

climate, /evana altered gradually from a monogoneutic to a digoneutic 

species, at the same time a sharper dimorphisin stamped itself gradually 

upon it, which only arose through the changing of the summer genera- 

tion, while the winter generation held fast to the primary shape and 

marking of the species. When the summer became still longer, a third 

generation could be interpolated, and the species became polygoneutic, » 

and in this manner, that two summier generations alternated with one 

winter generation. 

The theory explains why at the same time the summer generation was 

allowed to change, but not the winter one. The last cannot possibly 

return to the Zvorsa form, because this is much younger than itself. But 
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when among a hundred cases one appears where a pupa of the winter 

generation, induced by warmth, completes its change (to prorsa) before 
winter, this is inexplicable. It cannot be atavism which here compels it 

in the direction of the emergence ; but we see from it that the changes in 

the first two generations have already called forth a certain change in the 

third, which discovers itself in this, that under favorable circumstances 

single individuals assume the fvorsa form. Or, as might also be said, the 

alternating transmission, which carries with itself the ability to take the 

prorsa form, as a rule remains latent in the winter generation, then with 

single individuals turns to a continuous transmission. It is true we have 

as yet no kind of insight into the nature of the process of inheritance, 

and therein the incompleteness of this explanation is marked, but we 

still know many of its outward forms of phenomena. We know that one 

of these forms consists in this, that peculiarities in the father will appear 

again not in the son, but in the grandson, or even further on; that, too, 

they may be transmitted latent. | Let us suppose a peculiarity should be 

so transmitted that it always appeared in the first, third and fifth genera 

tions, and remained. latent in the intervening ones. It would not be 

incredible that the peculiarity should exceptionally, that is, from a cause 

unknown to us, appear in single individuals of the second or fourth 

generations. But this agrees with the cases mentioned in which excep- 

tionally single individuals of the winter generation took the frorsa form, 

only with the difference that here a cause—heat—appeared which 

occasioned the bringing out the latent characters; though in what way it 

exerts this influence we are unable to say. These exceptions to the rule 

are no objection to the theory. On the contrary, they give us a hint that 

where one fvorsa generation had formed itself, the gradual insertion of a 

second might be facilitated by the existence of the first. It is not to be 
doubted that in the open air single individuals of the frorsa form some- 

times emerge in September or October. But if our summer were 

lengthened by a month or two, these could lay the foundation of a third 

summer generation, just as a second is now an accomplished fact. 

Dorfmeister (who formerly experimented on the effect of cold on 

pupae of butterflies) believes that he may conclude that temperature 

exerts the greatest influence during the turning into.chrysalis, but nearly 

as much shortly after the same period ; and this conclusion may be correct 

in so far as everything depends on whether in the beginning the formative 

processes in the pupa turned in this or that direction, the final result of 

which is the Jrorsa or devana type. When, however, one or the other 
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direction has been taken, it may through the influence of temperature be 

accelerated or retarded, but cannot be any more changed. It is very 

possible that a period may be fixed at which warmth or cold might be 

able to divert the original tendency most easily, and it may exist in the 
first days of the pupa state. 

If it be asked why in the analogous experiments with zapz the 

reverting was always complete, we may suppose that with this species the 

summer form has not been so long in existence, and therefore will be 

more easily abandoned ; or that the difference between the two genera- 
tions has not become so distinct, which, moreover, indicates that here 

again the summer form is of younger origin. Or, finally, that the 

inclination to revert may be quite as great with different species as with | 

different individuals of the same species. But at all events, the facts are 

confirmed, that all individuals will be moved by cold to a complete 

reversion. ‘The opinion is expressed in reference to prorsa, that in these 

experiments it does not depend so particularly on what moment of the 

development the cold is applied, and that differences in the constitution 

of individuals are much more the cause why the cold brings these pupz 

to a complete reversion and those to but a partial one, and has no 

influence whatever on others. Especially interesting in this relation is 

the American Papilio ajax. ‘This butterfly, similar to the European 

podalirius, appears wherever it is found in three varieties, which are 

designated as var. felamonides, var. Wadlshiz, and var. marcellus. Edwards 

has proved by experiments, breeding from the egg, that all three forms 

belong to the same cycle of development; of such nature, that the first 

two appear only in spring and always come only from over-wintering 

pupae, while the last form, var. marcel/us, only appears in summer and 

that in three generations successively. There appears here a seasonal- 

dimorphism allied to common dimorphism. Winter and summer forms 

alternate with each other, but the first appears again in two forms, or 

varieties, ¢elamonides and Wadshit. Omitting for the present this com- 

plication, and looking at these winter forms as one, we have four genera- 

tions, of which the first possesses the winter form ; the three following, on - 

the contrary, the summer form, mavce//us. The peculiarity of the species 

lies in this, that with all these summer generations only a part of the 

pupae emerge after a short time (14 days), but another portion remain 

the whole summer and the following winter in the pupa sleep, in order to 

emerge only in the spring, and then always in the winter form. For 

example, of fifty pupae of the second generation which had formed 
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chrysalids at the end of June, after fourteen days, forty-five marcellus 

emerged, but five remained over till the next spring and then emerged 

telamonides. The explanation of this fact follows very simply from the 

above stated theory. According to this the two winter forms must be 

considered as the primary, but the marced/us form as the secondary. But 

the last is not yet so firmly established as with frorsa, where a reverting 

of the summer generation to the evana form is only accomplished through 

special outside influences ; while here there are in every generation single 

individuals with which the inclination towards reversion is still so strong 
that the extremest heat of summer is incapable of diverting them from 

their original hereditary disposition, to accelerate their emerging and to 

force them to take the marcellus form. Here it is indubitable that the 

old hereditary tendency is not restrained by different outside influences, 

but wholly by internal causes, for all the larvae and pupae of many 

different broods were simultaneously exposed to the same outside influ- 

ences. If it be asked what significance belongs to the duplication of the 
winter form,it may be answered that the species was already dimorphic at 

the time when it had but one generation a year. Still this explanation 

may be gainsaid, for such a dimorphism is not elsewhere known, though ~ 

indeed some species possess a sexual dimorphism in one sex—the female 
—as in the case of Papilio turnus, which has two forms, but not as is 

here the case, belonging to both sexes. And therefore perhaps another 

theory must be advanced. With /evana we saw the reversion occurring 

in very different degrees with different individuals ; only rarely it reached 

the genuine /evana form, generally only succeeding in reaching part way, 

as far as the so-called jorima form. Now, it would be at all events 

astonishing if with Papz/io ajax the reversion were every where complete, 

as exactly here the inclination to revert is so different in different indi- 

viduals. It might therefore be presumed that one of the two winter 

forms, indeed Ze/amonides,is nothing else than an incomplete reverting 

form, answering to forima with V. levana. Then Walshii only would be 

the original form of the butterfly, and with this would agree the fact that 

this variety appears later in the spring than ¢elamonides.* Experiments 

ought to be able to give the explanation. The pupae of the first three 

generations placed upon ice ought to give for the greater part the Ze/am- 

onides form, the lesser portion should be Wadshiz, and only a few, perhaps 

no individuals should emerge marcellus. And this may be assumed to be 
~——— —— 

* There is an error here, Walshii being the earlier form.—E. 

> . 
ae 
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the result, from the view that the inclination to revert is great, that even 

with the first summer generation, which were the longest exposed to the 

summer climate, always a portion of the pupae, without artificial means, 

emerged ¢e/amonides, but another portion marcellus. This last will now 

become Zelamonides by the application of cold; the first, on the contrary, 

will wholly or in part revert to the original form Walshiz. One would 

expect that the second and third generations would revert still more 

easily, and in greater percentage than the first, because these last had 

first taken the new form marcellus, but from the experiments so far made 

can no other conclusion be drawn. ‘To be sure, of the first summer 

generation, only seven pupae out of sixty-seven over-wintered and 

emerged ¢e/amonides ; while of the second generation forty out of seventy- 

six over-wintered ; of the third twenty-nine out of forty-two. But for 

closer conclusions more extended experiments will be necessary. 

After the experiments so far had, one might still incline to the suppo- 
sition that through seasonal-dimorphism the outside influences working 

directly upon single individuals would force upon them one or the other 

form. But this is not tenable. That cold does not bring one and heat 

the other form follows from this, that with a7ax each generation produces 

both forms. Further, the author often reared the last, or over-wintering 

generation of /evana in the warmth of a room, and yet always got the 

winter form. ‘The length of the pupa period does not determine in 

individual cases the form of the butterfly, or consequently determine 

whether the winter or summer form shall emerge, but the length of the 

pupa period is dependent upon the tendency which the growing butterfly 

has taken in the pupa. As a rule, the two winter generations of avax 

emerge only after a pupa period lasting from 150 to 270 days, but single 

cases occur in which the period is no longer than with the summer form 
(14 days). With Zevana, too, occurs a similar phenomenon, for not only 

was the winter form forced to a certain degree by artificial warmth during 

_ the pupa period, but the summer generation produced many reverting 

forms without the period having been at all protracted. The half way. 

reverting form forzma was known long before any one thought of pro-_ 

ducing it artificially by the influence of cold. It appears in midsummer 

on the wing occasionally. vi r * i If the explanation, 

then, is correct, the winter form is the primary and the summer form the 

secondary, and such individuals as embrace either naturally or artificially 

the winter form are to be considered as examples of atavism. It appears 

also that the individuals of a species are influenced by climatic change to 
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a variable extent, so that the new form is made permanent sooner in one 

species than in another. From this there must foilow a variability of the 

generations concerned, that is, single individuals of the summer genera- 

tion must differ more widely in markings and coloring than is the case 

with those of the winter generation. ‘The facts agree with this as regards 

Zevana, the winter forrn being much more constant than the summer, and 

in this (frorsa) it is hard to find two individuals exactly alike. 

So far I follow the paper. After reading it I wrote Dr. Weismann as 

to the peculiarity noticed by me that while out of doors, in the early 

spring, Walshit was abundant, and for some weeks the only form of the 

species to be met, I had_ scarcely ever been able to obtain it by breed- 

ing, all the over-wintering chrysalids, with one or two exceptions, no 

matter from which generation, producing ¢elamonides. In the Supple- 

mentary Notes to Butterflies of N. A., I had given the results of ninety- 

two over-wintering chrysalids from eggs of many broods of the three 

forms bred in 1871, and not one Wadshii appeared, while that same 

spring, 1872, between the 11th and 2oth of April, Mr. Mead, at Coal- 

_ burgh, had taken sixty-three specimens of Walsfiz, and had taken or seen 

\ 

but one ¢elamonides. To this Dr. Weismann replies: “The case of 

Walshit and telamonides is indeed very singular and not easy to explain. 

Nevertheless, I should believe that the ordinary warmth of the room in 

winter is the cause which prevents the chrysalids acquiring the perfect 

winter form JWalshiz. The case of ajax is more complicated than the 

other cases of seasonal-dimorphism. It seems now to me possible that 

not the form Wadshii is the primary, but fedamonides. It seems ¢elam- 
onides results from all generations. This primary form could have been 

changed by summer heat into marcellus, by winter cold into Walshit. But 

this would pre-suppose that ¢e/amonides has originated in the south and 

there resided at the time of the great glaciers.” 
Following the suggestions of Dr. Weismann, I have made experiments 

the past season on the chrysalids of ajax, having bred from eggs laid by 

var. felamonides the last of May many larvee, from which resulted between 

22nd and 26th June, 122 chrysalids. These as fast as formed were 

placed on ice in the refrigerator, in small tin boxes, and when all were 

formed were transferred to a cylindrical tin box, four inches in diameter 

and six high, and packed away in layers between thin partings of fine 

shavings. (I used shavings because no_ better substance was at hand, 

having found cotton liable to mould when exposed to dampness.) The 

box was set in a small wooden box, and this was put directly on the ice 
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and so kept till zoth July. I had then to leave home for a few weeks 

and sent the box to the ice house, with directions to place it on the sur- 

face of the ice. I learned afterwards that this was not done, but that it 

was set on straw near the ice. By this means the influence of the cold 

was necessarily modified, and I doubt if the chrysalids within the box, 

from the manner in which I had packed them, were equally subjected to 

the cold, those on the outside certainly feeling its full effects, but those 

in the middle to a less degree, and perhaps so much less as not to have 

made the experiment of much value so far as they were concerned. I 

returned on the 2oth of August and was informed that the ice in the 

house had just failed. The chrysalids had been subjected to quite a 

low temperature, and an equable one, while in the refrigerator for between 

three and four weeks, but from the defective packing had then probably 

not felt the cold in an equal degree, and they had been subjected to a 

lesser degree of cold in the ice house for five weeks longer, which also 

for some time must have been daily diminishing as the volume of ice 

decreased. That the severity of the cold was not sufficient to prevent the 

emerging of the butterflies was apparent when I opened the box, for there 

were discovered a number of dead ones, which had died as soon as they 

emerged, the wings being quite unexpanded. I threw out twenty-seven 

such, besides a number of dead chrysalids, and lamented that my experi- 

ment had failed, and that the work would have to be done over again 

next year. But one butterfly was alive, just from its chrysalis, and this I 

placed in a box in the house in order that it might expand. Here it 

remained forgotten till late at night, when I discovered that it was a 

telamonides of the most pronounced type. The experiment had not failed 

then. Early in the morning I made search for the dead and rejected 

butterflies, and recovered a few. It was not possible to examine them 

very closely from the wet and decayed condition they were in, but I was 

able to discover the broad crimson band which les above the inner angle 

of the hind wings, and which is usually lined on its anterior side with 

white, and is characteristic of either Wadshii or telamonides, but is not 

found in marcellus. And the tip only of the tail being white in Walsfzz, 

while both tip and sides are white in Zelamonzdes, enabled me to identify 

the form as between these two. There certainly were no JVaéshiz, but 

there seemed to be a single marcellus, and excepting that all were felam- 

ontdes. 

‘The remaining chrysalids were now kept in a light room, and next day 

three ¢edamonides emerged. By the 4th September fourteen of the same 
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form in all had emerged, but as yet no marced/us or intermediate form 

After that date a few ¢ecamonides appeared at intervals up to 2oth Sept., but 

a large proportion of the butterflies, namely, twelve out of twenty-six, 

between the 4th and 15th were intermediate between felamonides and 

marcellus, some approaching one, some the other more nearly. On 4th ~ 

Sept. the first examples wholly marce//us appeared, and one followed on 

each day, the 6th, 8th, 13th and 15th; from the 15th to the 3rd of Oct. 

six out of ten were #arcellus, and two intermediate; a single example 
between Zelamonides and Watshit appeared 3rd Sept., in which the tails 

were white tipped as in Wa/sfzz, but in size and other characters it was 

telamonides, though the crimson band might have belonged to either form. 

Up to the 2oth Sept one or more butterflies emerged daily, on one day, 
the 4th, eleven; after the 2oth single individuals appeared at intervals of 

from four to six days, and the last was on 16th Oct. So that the whole 

period of emerging after the box was brought from the ice house was 57 

days, and it had commenced some time before that occurred. The 

natural duration of the chrysalis state in such examples of ajax as emerge 

the first season is only about fourteen days, but in very rare instances in 

my experience single individuals have emerged after a period of from four 

to six weeks. In all, 50 butterflies emerged between the zoth August and 
8th October, divided as follows : 

Telamonides. biteyt DEER IPT, TRS Se Dee elas 

Between Telehioiiltes sii Sishii: ae eat” SUC, Seer 

Between Telamonides and ae aid nearest - the former 7. 

Between Telamonides and Marcellus, and nearest the latter.. 9. 

Marrellng S. Sratefiot «>. einem... vs es ONE Sais, ANS, Ge 

Great uniformity is observable in the size of all these butterflies, their 

average being that of the ordinary ¢elamonides, The examples of telam- 

onides especially are strongly marked, the crimson band in a large propor- 
tion of them being as conspicuous as is usual in Walshiz, and the blue 

lunules near the tail are remarkably large and bright colored. Of the 

marcellus, in addition to the somewhat reduced size, the tails are almost 

invariably shorter than usual and narrower, and instead of the character- 

istic single crimson spot, nearly all have two spots, often large. In all 

these particulars they approach Zelamonzdes. 

To the ¢elamonides which emerged after 20th Sept.must be added most 

of the butterflies which were found dead in the box at that date, and this 

would bring the number to nearly fifty of that form. There remain of 
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the original 122 chrysalids (several having died without yielding the 
imago), 28 chrysalids which are likely to go over the winter. In the 

experiments recited in But. N. A. as made with chrysalids of ayax in the 

summer of 1871, of several broods of ¢elamonides the percentage of 

butterflies which emerged the same season varied from fifty to sixty, a few 

dying in chrysalis and the rest over-wintering. In 1870 the proportion 

of emerging butterflies was larger, but 28 is not an unreasonable number 

to overwinter out of 122. I conclude, therefore, that the butterflies which 

have so far emerged this season would naturally have done so, and that 

the effect of cold has not been to precipitate the emerging of any which 

would have slept till next spring. And as all which would naturally 

have emerged this season would have taken the form marcellus, the cold 

has completely changed a large part of these from marcellus to telam~ 

onides,and probably such were from the chrysalids which were subjected 

to severest cold. The intermediate examples have also changed, but not 

completely, owing to the lesser degree of cold applied, as before 

explained ; and finally, it seems probable that several chrysalids 

experienced cold sufficient to retard their emerging and to stunt their 
growth, but not enough to decidedly change their form. These are the. 
marcellus. As to the duration of the chrysalis period, extreme confusion 

has been produced, so that the emerging, instead of taking place at 14 

days after the cold was lessened or withdrawn, as might have been 

expected, has been protracted through more than two months. Inthe case 

of mapz, as related by Dr. Weismann, where the chrysalids were subjected 

to cold for three months and then brought into the green-house, the 

butterflies began to appear in 15 days (or about their natural period), and 

all that emerged that year did so in the next seven days. In every case 

the reversion to the winter form was complete; and those chrysalids of the 

lot which over-wintered all gave the same form in the spring. _ This it is 

probable the over-wintering chrysalids of azax will do,—that is, they will 

give zelamonides in the spring, and had the degree of cold applied been 
equal and constant the reversion would probably have been complete. 

Telamonides must be regarded as the primary form of the species. What. 

the position of Walshit may be further experiments will perhaps 

determine. 

I append a table showing the dates of emergence of these butterflies : 

2oth August .1 male Telamonides. 

mst ts Pe oa ta 2 females ra 

Pena, hs a *s 
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24th August.. 1 female Telamonides. 

parm “0 rr male i 
31st ce a I ee 6c 

patspept.t 2). et “ 

eng .* I “ 66 

para) (/S* rt  “ betw’n Telamonides& Walshii. 

ao Beesift Telamonides. 
4th 6c ; 4 é T 73 6c“ 

75 ada .2  “ medium, n’r’st z 

ache: ‘fF At i Marcellus. 

mth}. pans: a 

1 res Sees Telamonides. 
Becta @-) vc.) 2°“ medium, nrst re 

ede Guat. Ms Marcellus. 

“a3 Nala ay oy Telamonides. 

Beni! * spas Marcellus. 

os sls rae rte Telamonides. 

Beat Sort ws RS 1  ‘* medium, nearest Marcellus. 
Pine era) medium, n ras i" 
TL ne aia Fie Telamonides. 
reth) <" saline Marcellus. . 
rau Wr godibe rt  ‘* medium, nearest re 
Ce .I “ medium, n’r’st Telamonides. 
Rear e ili) rie DE Marcellus. 
16th <4 I ce ce 

Saat eS Ro ee Telamonides. 
coi un... * MedUM, Mast Marcellus 
rgth ee I 6é ce 

pam CET ey ke ‘Telamonides. 
1s OSS Eee Beeb Marcellus. 
SEMMAR ST |. ifwen Cae t 
2nd October. a i 
3rd oo 1 ‘* medium, nearest Telamonides. 
8th 74 I ce ce} 74 

16th ‘ a furs 5: 

RESULT : 

Telamonides...............22 spec’s.....11 male, 11 female. 
“7 paruy; Waiciieeos 8=— | <a ape 

Medium, nearest Telamonides7 ‘“ .... 5 male, ro“ 
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